
SOUQ Kicks-off an exciting Flash Sale for
Xiaomi Redmi 5A

The exciting ‘15 minutes’ flash sale is scheduled for 24th January, 2018 for

customers across the KSA

24th January 2018, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.: SOUQ.com is all set to kick-off flash sale

in the KSA for global technology leader Xiaomi for its sought-after smartphone Redmi 5A. The

exceptionally exciting ‘15 minutes’ flash sale is scheduled for 24th January, 2018 at 4 pm for

customers across the KSA. Additionally, 5 lucky winners also stand a chance to win free Xiaomi

devices: https://saudi.souq.com/sa-en/sa-redmi-5a/c

This one of a kind flash sale gives customers an amazing opportunity to get their hands on

Redmi 5A at incredible pricing of SAR 333 (inclusive of VAT). Also, customers will be able to

pay via safe and secured payment gateway and get fast delivery to their doorsteps. So shoppers

don’t miss out on the greatest chance to get Xiaomi’s top-selling/top-notch smartphone at such

an affordable price.

https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__saudi.souq.com_sa-2Den_sa-2Dredmi-2D5a_c&d=DwMFaQ&c=M50t_wfPryPkL4C2Nv6aB3q8AWPHmcy6NXnZ7db1zqg&r=zax9fcq5JWQrtQRMW4B65A&m=4lX27I-22yH455tOJNU-_H0Fp12zLWWaeXbPgM8w4Bg&s=n6zCk4iigAZU5vteHi5ykxXuabz5CKE24hK72Ca51Mc&e=


Powered by the Qualcomm® Snapdragon™ 425 quad-core processor, Redmi 5A delivers fast

and smooth performance. The phone supports simultaneous use of two 4G nano SIM cards and

a microSD card up to 128GB. Redmi 5A boasts a 5-inch fully-laminated HD display and houses

a 3000mAh long-lasting battery, giving a standby time of up to 8 days.

The camera on Redmi 5A is one of the highlights for an entry-level smartphone. Redmi 5A, with

a metallic matte finish in golden color, is equipped with a 13MP rear camera with Phase

Detection Autofocus (PDAF) for fast focusing and an f/2.2 aperture that guarantees excellent

picture clarity. It has a 5MP front camera with an f/2.0 aperture that comes with Xiaomi’s

Beautify mode for great selfies.

 

Redmi 5A Specifications:

Name

Redmi 5A

Display

5-inch HD Display

Processor

Qualcomm Snapdragon 425

RAM + ROM

2GB + 16GB

Rear Camera

13 MP

Selfie Camera

5 MP

4G Connectivity

Yes

Battery

3000mAh

OS

MIUI 9 with Android Nougat

SIM

Dual nano SIM + Dedicated microSD Slot



ABOUT SOUQ.COM

About Amazon:

Amazon is guided by four principles: customer obsession rather than competitor focus, passion for invention,
commitment to operational excellence, and long-term thinking. Customer reviews, 1-Click shopping, personalized
recommendations, Prime, Fulfillment by Amazon, AWS, Kindle Direct Publishing, Kindle, Fire tablets, Fire TV,
Amazon Echo, and Alexa are some of the products and services pioneered by Amazon. For more information,
visit www.amazon.com/about

About SOUQ.com:

SOUQ.com is an online retail and marketplace website in the Arab region, featuring more than 9.4 million
products across 31 categories such as consumer electronics, fashion, health and beauty, household goods, and
baby. Today, SOUQ.com attracts over 45 million visits per month, with localized operations in the KSA, UAE and
Egypt. SOUQ.com offers a convenient and safe online shopping experience with secure online payments, and
option to pay cash on delivery. For more information, visit www.SOUQ.com.

SOUQ.com is a subsidiary of Amazon.
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